Want More Money?
Would you Trade a Nickel for a Dollar?
This is exactly what we do . . . MoneyQuest will trade you Dollars for Nickels.
The Trick? . . . They are your dollars.
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MoneyQuest will solve that problem. Utilizing the latest Internet technology,
the power of an Attorney, and the credit bureau, we provide you a new and
unique system which enhances your in-house efforts. You get a superior
alternative to collection agencies.
The Result? . . . More Money, Sooner, at a dramatically lower cost.
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Account Aging in Days
Option 1: Continued In-house effort
Increasing Cost - Steep decline in results

Option 2: Legal Action

What are
Your
Alternatives?

Expensive - Lengthy

Option 3: Charge Off
Total Loss - You just Give Up

Option 4: The Collection Agency
High Cost (avg 35%) - Low Recovery (avg 14%)
-- loses customers

Option 5:

MaxCollect

What is MaxCollect?
A series of increasingly demanding collection letters, on your letterhead,
directing all payments to you.
The threat of . . .
•Credit Bureau Reporting;
•Collection Agency Effort; and/or
•Intensive Attorney Intervention
The impact of an Attorney, who will write a series of highly
effective collection letters and make phone calls on your behalf.

How does MaxCollect Work?
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Each one is more demanding.

Debtor is notified
by telephone on
your behalf.

If still unpaid, account is forwarded to your Attorney for review and action.
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ATTORNEY
LETTERS

Your Attorney
sends out three
letters on your
behalf.
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ATTORNEY
PHONE CALLS

Your Attorney will
make Attorney
Demands and
phone calls for
larger debts.
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LITIGATION

If debt is not
resolved to your
satisfaction, your
Attorney may litigate
on your behalf.
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CREDIT
BUREAU

If account remains
unpaid, you may
choose to report
debtor to national
credit bureaus.

What are Your
Results?
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MaxCollect

Collection Agency

Why does MaxCollect Work so Well?
Why does MaxCollect Collect More?

$ It gives creditors more and stronger tools than collection
agencies — real threats of harm to credit and of legal action.
$ Debtors are contacted earlier in the aging cycle, when they are
innately more likely to pay … so It HAS to collect more.

Why does MaxCollect Collect Faster?

$ There is a greater impact on debtors.
$ All the money goes directly to you … so It HAS to collect faster.

Why does MaxCollect Cost Less?

$ Because, with automation and high volume, we are able to
perform our services for less.
$ Because we are willing to charge less.

What is Your Cost for MaxCollect?
•One-time/Lifetime Setup Fee of $495.
•$12.95 per account processed, off-set by your delinquent billing fee.
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Fee Percent
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Phone, etc. 25%
Litigation 35%

Why are we Willing to Charge So Little?
Because we are such warm and wonderful people . . .
Because we wanted to make it impossible, on the basis of logic and
economics, for anyone to fail to take advantage of MaxCollect.
So...
...If we really can collect more, and WE CAN;
...If we really can collect it faster, and WE CAN; and,
...If we really can collect it for little or nothing, and WE CAN;
...then can you think of any reason not to take advantage of it?

MaxCollect vs. Collection Agencies
Collection Agencies:

High Cost - From 30% - 50%
Accounts skimmed, based on
balances

Loss of Control –agency
receives payment

MaxCollect:
Much Lower Cost: as low as 5%
All accounts worked equally
All money paid directly to you
Detailed monthly reports;
access via your website 24/7

Lack of detailed reporting
Limited recovery - lack of

Increased recovery with

Loss of customers - most are

Maintain customer relations by

impact

offended

attorney letters, phone calls,
and litigation
sending a “
Thank You”letter

Which looks better to you?
Where do you want your money sent?
For more information –
website: www.MoneyQuestCorp.com
email:
info@MoneyQuestCorp.com

Executive Offices
P O Box 3540
Silver Springs, NV 89429
323-663-7333
Fax 323-663-8333

Act now.
Administrative Offices
P.O. Box 73475
Metairie LA 70033-3475
504-889-0520
Fax 504-456-7831

JB Revenue Management
Jack Beberniss
308-675-3639
jackbeberniss@jbrevenuemanagement.com

